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Job ID: HRC0125971

Start date: as soon as possible

Entry level: 5+ years

Type: Full time

Contract: Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the 
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search. 
Alternatively, you can also scan the QR code 
with your smartphone:

Job ID: HRC0125971
www.infineon.com/jobs

Senior Staff Specialist Site Planning

Job description
Manage Front End Wafer Test demand and capacity allocation process incl.DIV 
escalation, define BIZ process between FE OPC and TTI, Finance,ensure process 
harmonization & drive planning integration

In your new role you will: 

Manage Front End Wafer Test demand and capacity allocation process incl.DIV 
escalation, define BIZ process between FE OPC and TTI, Finance,ensure process 
harmonization & drive planning integration

Manage CY wafer test demand and allocation process in VRFC planning cycle 
according to Front-end manufacturing and test strategy.

Drive capacity optimization considering capacity corridor constraint and 
financial aspects (e.g., Idle cost) to achieve optimum.

Drive integration project, biz process harmonization and improvement, tool 
enhancement and data digitalization.

Manage supply escalation (focus on PP), drive actions to optimize short term 
capacity usage in Wafer Test. DIV interface for operational issues, consolidation 
of FE supply planning, TTI and Finance interface.

Prepare proactively scenarios and TCR/LTCR optimization with OPC Minmax 
team and TTI. Align decision proposals with people on different management 
levels and drive execution.

Profile
You are best equipped for this task if you have: 

University Degree in Production Planning or Engineering.

Proficient MS Office (Powerpoint, Excel, Project).

Has an excellent know how about supply chain flows and tools especially in 
Wafer Test

Strong communication skills and able to manage intercultural teams, self-driven 
approach for improvement, strong personality to manage target conflict of 
involved parties.

Preferably with 5-7 years working experience in FE wafer fab/ semiconductor 
operations. 

Why Us

Part of your life. Part of tomorrow. 

https://www.infineon.com/jobs


Part of your life. Part of tomorrow. 

Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and 
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure, 
seamless communications link the real and the digital world. 
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